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Chairman McDonald, 

The MSCA Board of Directors is the only entity that can authorize the bargaining committee to enter 
negotiations.  The next Board meeting is December 7, 2018.  I anticipate the Board will reject your 
suggestion that the MSCA reopen negotiations with the Board of Higher Education (BHE).  I am not sure 
you understand what reopening negotiations means.  For sure, there are things in the new contract that 
the MSCA bargaining committee now will not agree to.  So your assumption of a quick redo is fantasy.  
You simply want the MSCA to agree to drop the most significant part of the agreement… with nothing in 
return. 

I do, however, feel the need to address the letter, as did the chapter presidents at the universities 
where the letter was distributed. 

I will address the issues in the order they appear in the letter. 

You relate “conversations” that you and members of the Department of Higher Education (DHE) have 
had.  The MSCA has asked, repeatedly and continuously, for written determination from the 
Administration (we assume the Office of Employee Relations (OER)) regarding the costing of the new 
collective bargaining agreement, an agreement the union bargained in good faith.  Is it really the case 
that in the 21st century state government only communicates orally, in person or by telephone?  Is this 
intended to subvert the creation of public records?  Do the presidents defend this behavior?  If the 
Administration has an issue with the cost of the agreement, why not just state it in writing so everyone 
can see for themselves, and so we can have the opportunity to explain any misunderstandings and 
miscalculations.  Why does it have to be secret conversations whispered in a hallway? 

The Commissioner, apparently, has decided to violate the law and not submit the MSCA contract within 
the 30 days as the law required.  It is our understanding that he also did not submit the APA contract 
within 30 days.  A pattern of disregard for the law from public officials adds to the public distrust of state 
government.  How can anyone defend this behavior?  Do the presidents defend this behavior? 

The MSCA disputes the DHE’s exorbitant estimate of a 5% increase. 



The union’s position has been and remains that the equivalencies are not an “incremental cost item” 
but rather a staffing issue, as distinguished in Chapter 150E. 

This 5% estimate was a maximization of the costing, not taking into account any of the mitigating efforts 
that the union offered the presidents.  It seems the presidents are content with an inflated, fictitious 
number to make it easier to leverage their position – force the union to renegotiate. 

On September 24, 2018 at the consolidated grievance hearing regarding the presidents’ failure to 
implement the newly negotiated equivalencies the union offered: 

 to waive “the 15% rule” should the universities need to exceed the mutually agreed to limits in 

light of the change in equivalencies, 

 

 to waive the 11 credit limit on part-time faculty should the change in equivalencies cause some 

part-time faculty to exceed that limit, and 

 

 to stay enforcement of the Excess Workload Credit grievance decision issued in 2005 to allow 

full-time faculty to take on additional excess workload credits. 

The union was there, at your table, hand extended, offering to work with the presidents to get 
through the next two years and to implement one of the most significant agreements in the parties’ 
history.   

Instead the presidents decided to double-down, believing that an arbitrator will rule that the words “For 
the remainder of this agreement” do not mean what they say.  This represented a new low point in 
labor-management relations, and resulted in the reinstitution of work-to-rule.  The situation is now 
likely to be exacerbated given the November 9, 2018 letter. 

The reopener clauses in the alliance contracts are red herrings.  Those clauses have existed for decades 
and have never raised flags with OER in the past.  If there is some new belief on the part of OER that 
these items –a 2% increase in department chair stipends, terminal degree adjustments and promotion 
increases – will suddenly reopen the alliance contracts having never done so in the past, then there 
needs to be some education for OER.  The contract should not be abandoned. 

The intentional restatement that in the letter that “the cost of the newly negotiated ‘equivalencies’ has 
been estimated to be in excess of $7M” represents to the union that you have taken no initiative to see 
to it that the cost was represented accurately.  It represents to us that you are not part of the solution; 
you are part of the problem. 

I have addressed your interpretation regarding incremental cost items above; the union does not agree. 

I was disgusted by the statement that “At the time of the negotiations, the cost impact of the 
equivalencies was not known or was not accurately estimated by members of the bargaining team,” a 
sentiment echoed by the Commissioner. 

Not one of the 10 of you spent a single second at the table, sending others to do your bidding, and you 
have the nerve to blame the people you sent?  The 10 of you are to blame for any failure, not your 
bargaining team.  Your representatives repeatedly stated that they needed to consult with their 
“principals” referring to you.  Now you paint them as renegade incompetents?  This is leadership? 



It is our understanding that the costing was completely in June.  If you learned of a problem you should 
have told the Commissioner not to sign the contact and addressed it immediately, rather than letting 
him sign the contract in mid-July.  If you knowingly let the Commissioner sign the contract after learning 
of the problem, then clearly you did so in bad faith.  I cannot imagine that all nine of you have bought 
into this strategy.  This is not the behavior of academic leaders. 

So here we are…. 

You noted two options when in fact there have always been three options, the option the union 
expected academic leaders to take. 

You knew there was little chance the governor and the Legislature would fund the second and third 
years of the contracts (MSCA, APA and AFSCME).  That has been the pattern for more than a decade.  
Therefore, you had to know that the equivalencies – even if included in a funding request – would need 
to be funded locally.  That is the third option, and at a cost far, far below the $7 million estimate. 

Implemented correctly, there would be no need for fee increases as the Commissioner is “concerned.”  
It seems the BHE has never really been concerned about fee increases.  If they had been they would not 
have held tuition artificially low for more than two decades.  It seems the Commissioner is only 
concerned come contract settlement time, and at a time when the state had a $1,000,000,000 surplus. 

Given the three waivers the union has offered, and that I still stand by, through excess workload credits, 
allowing part-time faculty to teach up to 12 credits, and judicious, mutual efforts to minimize the need 
for extra sections, the union and the presidents could get through this with minimal cost. 

It will take hard work but the union is willing to help, as we have for nearly 20 years.  No special 
agreements beyond the waivers we offer are necessary; no renegotiation. 

The president of a university can increase the equivalency ratios under existing language in Article XII, 
Section A(4)(c), on page 204, last paragraph, of the 2014-2017 CBA (language that is still in effect in 
the 2017-2020 CBA) to those that were agreed to in the 2017-2020 CBA, and notify the BHE that there 
is no cost associated with a change in equivalencies for that university under the new contract (as the 
newly agreed to equivalencies are already in place). 

The union once again extends a hand, offering to work with the presidents to get through the next two 
years.  

It is now time for the nine of you to make decisions. 

 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C: State University Presidents 
 MSCA Board of Directors 


